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ABSTRACT
Sacriﬁcial etching is one of the most important process steps in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
technology, since it enables the generation of free-standing structures. These structures are often the main part
of micro-mechanical devices, intended to sense or induce a mechanical movement. The etching process transforms
an initial multi-segmented geometry and depends on material properties and several process conditions. One of
the crucial issues for etching is the etching selectivity on diﬀerent materials. The major task for the simulation is
to give an answer, how sacriﬁcial layer surfaces regress in time under the inﬂuence of process parameters and to
which magnitude surrounding material segments are aﬀected by the etching process. For this purpose we have
developed a full three-dimensional topography simulation tool, Etcher-Topo3D, which is capable to deal with
realistic process conditions.
The main concept is demonstrated in this work. During simulation the topography of the initial multisegment geometry is changed which is handled by a level-set algorithm. After a simulation is ﬁnished, the
level-set representation has usually to be converted back to a mesh representation to enable further analysis.
For illustrating the main features of our simulation tool several examples of a MEMS structure with a sacriﬁcial
layer are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Etching of sacriﬁcial layers is a required technique in fabrication of MEMS devices. The use of a sacriﬁcial layer
is the key technique to release a micro-mechanical component from a substrate. In the process of sacriﬁcial
etching the sacriﬁcial layer is selectively etched away leaving the structural layer, which is part of the desired
MEMS device capable of inducing or sensing a mechanical movement. Sacriﬁcial etching most commonly utilizes
polycrystalline silicon as the structural material and SiO2 or phosphor-silicate-glass (PSG)1 as the sacriﬁcial
material. Other combinations are for example: SiGe/SiO2 , Si3 N4 /polycrystalline silicon, and Si3 N4 /SiO2 .2
The subject of this work is wet sacriﬁcial etching.2 For example, to etch away PSG a water solution of
hydroﬂuoric acid (HF) is applied. A typical etch rate with 2% HF at 20◦ C is about 0.8 m/min. However,
during sacriﬁcial etching lower etch rates are observed, because of additional factors like the transport of etch
medium on the surface including diﬀusion and evacuation of the etch products.3 Other etchants in addition to
HF, which are used to etch SiO2 , are NH4 /HF solutions and HNO3 /HF acids. Another technological possibility
is to use vapor hydroﬂuoric acid which is referred to as dry etching.4
The control of the sacriﬁcial etching process is carried out by several parameters such as the etch agent
concentration, temperature, and pressure. Besides these parameters, the formation of a sacriﬁcial layer surface
depends on local geometrical features and the nature of chemical reaction. In order to analyze these eﬀects we
have developed a three-dimensional topography simulation tool.
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2. MODELING
The model for sacriﬁcial etching consist of two parts. The ﬁrst one has to treat the surface reaction with its
moving boundary. The surface of the sacriﬁcial layer represents an interface to the chemical solution in the reactor
on which chemical reactions take place. In the case of etching sacriﬁcial silicon dioxide layers by hydroﬂuoric
acid, the chemical reaction on the surface of the sacriﬁcial layer is,1
6 HF + SiO2 ←→ H2 SiF6 + 2H2 O.

(1)

For the moving boundary problem a three-dimensional level-set algorithm is used.5 The level-set method describes surfaces and their evolution in time as the zero level-set of a certain function Φ(x, t).6 The etch rate is
interpreted as a speed function F of the level-set and calculated as
F =−

∆δ
1
= −6 JHF
,
∆t
ρSiO2

(2)

where ∆δ is a small displacement of the etch front during time step ∆t, JHF is the ﬂux of the etch agent on the
sacriﬁcial layer surface, and ρSiO2 is the mass density of silicon-dioxide.
Each surface point is moved with a certain speed. This leads to the level-set equation deﬁned by
F |∇Φ(x, t)| = −

∂Φ(x, t)
,
∂t

(3)

where Φ(x, t) represents the level-set function, delivering the evolving boundary, i.e., the etch front at Φ(x, t) = 0.
Additionally, an initial condition Φ|x,t=0 , deﬁning the initial etcher/material interface has to be deﬁned. In this
case, Φ|x,t=0 = 0 represents the entire surface of the initial geometry, which is exposed to the etch agent.

3. SELECTIVITY
Due to the fact that etching processes in industrial reactors often include several segments of diﬀerent material
compositions, which are etched with diﬀerent etch rates, the etching selectivity feature of the simulator enables
prediction of an impact of unwanted material removal during etching of sacriﬁcial segments.
The dependence of the materials on the etch rate is deﬁned by a variable speed function deﬁned on each
interface point
F (x) = Fmaterial (x)

for {x | Φ(x, t) = 0} .

(4)

4. ETCH AGENT TRANSPORT
The second part of the model describes the etch agent transport.7 This behavior is modeled as the second order
partial diﬀerential equation
Dc(x, t) − u ∇c(x, t) =

∂c(x, t)
,
∂t

(5)

where c denotes the concentration of the etch agent, D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and u is referred as the backﬂow velocity. The convective term u ∇c(x, t) in (5) can usually be neglected compared to the diﬀusive term
Dc(x, t).1 If it is assumed that the system reacts in a quasi-static way, which means that the inﬂuence of
transient processes ∂/∂t can be neglected, the resulting equation is the Laplace equation
Dc(x, t) = 0

for x inside the etchant domain.

(6)

Since there is no need to perform a transient simulation of the transport, including a relatively complex discretization of the movement of the etch front, the solution can be calculated independently for each time step.
In order to fully determine the mathematical problem, the boundaries of the etcher domain have to be deﬁned.
We distinguish between three kinds of boundaries:
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 The top of the domain, where the etch agent is delivered, which is modeled by constant concentration c0
(Dirichlet boundary condition).

 The reactor walls. On these side-walls the etch medium cannot ﬂow out. Usually the reactor is much
bigger than the simulated domain, but also on the side-walls of the simulation domain conditions have to
be deﬁned. However, on these walls a vanishing out-ﬂux of the medium is deﬁned (Neumann boundary
condition).

 The etcher/material interface. Here the etchant attacks the material, where diﬀerent materials are usually
etched with diﬀerent etch rates. According to the reaction equation, the etchant is consumed, which is
deﬁned by an out-ﬂux of etcher material through this boundary. This out-ﬂux depends on the etcher
concentration itself and on the involved materials
∇Φ(x, t)
∂c(x, t)
= ∇c(x, t) · n = ∇c(x, t) ·
= JHF = f (x, t, c(x, t))
∂n
|∇Φ(x, t)|

for {x | Φ(x, t) = 0} .

(7)

Various empirical forms of f (x, t, c(x, t)) can be found in7 and have been examined by.1, 8
The relation between concentration and etch speed (Eq. (2) and (7)) couples both diﬀerential systems.

5. DISCRETIZATION
The approximation of the level-set equation (3) is usually performed on an ortho-grid. The discretization is a
second order upwind scheme based on ﬁnite diﬀerences. A common technique can be found in.9
The discretization of the second diﬀerential equation (6) is not limited to an ortho-grid. Usually a mesh is
used which resolves the material boundaries properly. However, to prevent frequent remeshing of the domain,
which is necessary because of the moving etch front, also an ortho-grid base with a special discretization which
has the possibility to deal with the interface located between the grid points, is used.
Because of the simple coupling of the two systems and the quasi-static treatment a sequential calculation
of Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) is performed. First, a solution of the diﬀusion equation is calculated. Afterwards,
the level-set equation is computed and the etch front is moved forward, as determined by the etch speed F .
Consecutively applying these two steps until the ﬁnal simulation time is reached, the ﬁnal etch front given by
the level-set function Φ(x, tend) = 0 is determined.
For discretization of the diﬀusion equation the entire domain can be divided into four diﬀerent regions:
1. The region resulting from the domain of etchant sources GS . The etchant source is assumed to be at the
top of the simulation domain at the grid points ps ∈ GS . The discretization simply reads
cs = c0

for ps ∈ GS .

(8)

2. The etchant region GE . For each grid point pe of this domain, a simple ﬁnite boxes scheme is used. Each
grid connection between the points pe and pj delivers an additive contribution to its assigned equation. In
summary, the equation can be written as


(cj − ce )

∀ j, ∃ edge<pe pj >

Aej
=0
dej

for pe ∈ GE .

(9)

The parameters Aej and dej denote the partial area of the Voronoi box between pe and pj and their
distance, respectively. It is notable that also concentrations cj of grid points pj outside the etchant domain
GE are concerned.
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional discretization of the etcher/material interface. The level-set Φ = 0 intersects at pei between
the grid points pe inside the etcher atmosphere and pi inside the solid. Characteristic parameters of the discretization are
the gradient of the etcher front ∇Φ, the gradient of the etchant concentration distribution ∇c, and the assigned interface
area Aei .

3. The interface region GI , which holds all grid points pi connected to etchant points of GE . These points
hold a (virtual) concentration to account for the out-ﬂux over the etch front. This virtual concentration is
only necessary for discretization purposes. The resulting equations are built up by additive contributions
of each grid connection pe -pi intersecting the etch front at pei , with

∀ e, ∃ edge<pe pi >, pe ∈GE

∇cei

∇Φei
Aej =
|Φei |



fej Aej

for pi ∈ GI .

(10)

∀ e, ∃ edge<pe pi >, pe ∈GE

∇cei represents the discretized gradient in the intersecting point pei , ∇Φei is the discretized gradient of
the level-set function. The out-ﬂux at the etch front is determined by fei . Finally, Aej is the according
coupling area. A detailed two-dimensional view of an interface is shown in Fig. 1
4. The remaining inside material region GM . For reasons of a simple assemblage of the equation system, the
inside material region GM (without the interface region) can be accounted for by equations with vanishing
concentration
cm = 0

for pm ∈ GM .

(11)

With this set of equations a system is built which has to be solved after each level-set extraction in order to
deliver the new etchant concentrations. The equation system is of the general form
A · c = f.

(12)

The entries of f are not necessarily independent of c, they depend on the chosen out-ﬂux function f = f (c). If
f consists of higher order terms in c, a Newton scheme for solving the equation system has to be used. In cases
of a linear dependence, the linear terms in c can be moved to the left-hand side and the equation system can be
solved directly.
A two dimensional cut through a structure is shown in Fig. 2. This ﬁgure compares the etch front of a
simulation with and without the inclusion of the diﬀusive transport. In the lower picture the governing out-ﬂux
function f (c) = k c is used. The coloring of the etcher domain indicates the etchant concentration.
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Figure 2. The etch front after a simulation with and without inclusion of diﬀusive transport.

5.1. Determination of the Grid Spacing
In every discretization an error exists, which depends on the density of the mesh. Several aspects have to
be considered to obtain an accurate result. First, the smallest desired geometry structures have to be resolved.
Second, the distance function at a grid point represents the distance to its nearest interface. Accordingly, an error
near geometry corners is produced. The selected grid spacing must be suﬃciently small that these corner eﬀects
can be neglected. And ﬁnally, the diﬀusion dependent concentrations have to be resolved. The etcher/material
interface is located somewhere between two grid points, one inside the etcher domain, one inside the material
domain. The out-ﬂux via the interface aﬀects the concentrations of these points. For decoupling of the inﬂuence
of diﬀerent boundaries on a grid point, at least two grid points should be placed inside the smallest material
layers. Therefore, an overall grid density 2-3 times higher than the smallest material layer thicknesses is used.
The discretization in time must have time steps smaller as the minimum grid spacing divided by the maximum
speed (cf.9 ), i.e.,
ttimestep <

dmin
Fmax

(13)

must be satisﬁed.

6. COMBINATION WITH OTHER TOOLS
Our simulation tool is also intended to work in combination with process simulation tools which are based on
the ﬁnite element method. The original level-set ortho-grid used to solve the level-set equation holds also the
representation of the new sacriﬁcial material surface. The geometries deﬁned by this new surfaces need to be
mapped to the geometries meshed by an unstructured tetrahedral mesh adequate for the ﬁnite element method.
The initial geometry is deﬁned on a tetrahedral grid. Via sampling on the ortho grid, the representation
suitable for the level-set algorithm is achieved. After etching the etch front has to be converted back to a volume
mesh. As the usually relatively simple input mesh cannot resolve the etch front properly, the initial mesh has to
be reﬁned. In our implementation the input tetrahedrons are split along their edges into smaller tetrahedrons.
To reduce the overall size of tetrahedrons, a global reﬁnement is not feasible.10 The tetrahedrons are only split in
regions, where the etch front passes through. But, only cutting along the etch front is also not suitable, because
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Figure 3. Detail of an etched structure.

the quality of the tetrahedrons gets worse. As described in11 cutting of the longest edge preserves the quality.
However, it is not guaranteed that this reﬁnement procedure stays local in three dimensions. Our implemented
algorithm is not as strict and delivers in practice good results.
The algorithm works as follows: Tetrahedrons are either split (until a minimum size is reached), if the etch
front passes through or if a surrounding tetrahedron has been split and the resulting one has a too bad shape.
Usually, an edge is split in the middle, resulting in very small tetrahedrons to resolve the front properly. In our
implementation the tetrahedron is split on a suitable multiple as the etch front fraction. Afterwards, subsequent
splits have only to be performed in the middle, which guarantees that the etch front is reached soon and without
destroying the quality. Surrounding tetrahedrons are only split, if their longest edge diﬀers from the actual one
by a constant factor, thus lowering the tetrahedron quality only up to a tunable value. The detail of an etched
structure, in comparison to the original structure, can be seen in Fig. 3.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the following a typical sacriﬁcial etcher simulation example is shown. Fig. 4 depicts the initial constellation.
A silicon wafer is coated by two isolation layers (Iso1 and Iso2) and on top of these layers, the actual polysilicon
layer is deposited. Exposed to the etch agent the two isolation layers are etched away. Due to the fact that these
two layers are of diﬀerent materials, the etch rates are diﬀerent, too. To demonstrate the selectivity feature of
the etching model, material Iso1 is etched twice as fast as Iso2, all other materials are not attacked by the etch
agent.
First, etching takes place at the planar surface down to the silicon layer, with a slight under-etch of the
polysilicon layer (cf. Fig. 5). Due to the small isolation layer thickness this process ﬁnishes relatively fast. Now
the free surface of the isolation is exposed to the etch agent and the etching front moves forward under the
polysilicon layer, naturally, with diﬀerent etch rates. The etch front after one minute is shown in Fig. 6.
Due to the nature of the applied level-set algorithm, the etch surface is represented on an ortho grid. More
detailed, each ortho grid point stores the distance to the etch front, i.e., a signed distance, a negative sign in
direction of the remaining material, positive in the etched-away atmosphere. For the subsequent mechanical
stress simulation which cannot be performed on the diﬀuse interface representation, the remaining material has
to be converted to a volume mesh with sharp interfaces. To resolve the surfaces properly, reﬁnement in the
isolation areas around the surface has to be performed. In addition, to guarantee the connectivity between the
diﬀerent segments, grid elements inﬂuenced by the reﬁnement have also to be adapted. After the reﬁnement
procedure, the ﬁnal structure is shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 4. Original material constellation on a tetrahedral mesh. The materials Iso1 and Iso2 are etched away.

Figure 5. The etching process started. First the former planar surfaces on top of the isolators are etched away.

8. OUTLOOK
As shown in the last example, the etching simulation of a quite complex structure was possible. Obviously, there
is always the potential of further model improvements. One attractive aspect is the inclusion of eﬀects caused
by adhesive attraction of the etchant atoms to the underlying materials. This attraction dilutes the transport
of the etch agent and a lowered etch speed can be observed. The etch speed depends on the wetting angle of the
etch agent on the etched material.
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Figure 6. During the etching process, the isolators are attacked. Material Iso1 has nearly twice the etch speed than Iso2.

Figure 7. After etching a tetrahedral mesh is reconstructed. The etched surface is resolved properly.
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